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ABSTRACT
Auto Generate Women Cloth Template (AGWCT) is web based website to 
generate template for “baju kurung” cloth based on body measurement user key into 
the AGWCT. The main objective is to develop a prototype of Auto Generate Women 
Cloth Template for novice user or ordinary person who does not have skill to make 
their own cloth template. This prototype is using PHP as a platform to process and 
generate template. Auto Generate Women Cloth Template (AGWCT) has lots of 
benefits for novice user or ordinary person who does not has skill to produce the
template without asking some else to produce and have to pay expensive for it.
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ABSTRAK
Auto Generate Women Cloth Template (AGWCT) ialah satu laman 
sesawang yang akan menghasilkan atau menjana pola baju iaitu untuk baju kurung 
dengan menggunakan saiz ukuran badan yang akan diisi oleh pengguna ke dalam 
AGWCT. Objektif utama projek ini ialah untuk membina sebuah prototaip Auto 
Generate Women Cloth Template untuk pengguna baru dan orang biasa yang tidak 
mempunai kemahiran untuk membuat pola baju sendiri. Prototaip ini menggunakan 
PHP seebagai landasan untuk memproses dan menjana pola. Auto Generate Women 
Cloth Template (AGWCT)member banyak kelebihan kepada pengguna baru serta 
orang biasa yang tidak memiliki kemahiran untuk menghasilkan pola tanpa meminta 
bantuan untuk membuat pola dan membayar dengan kadar yang mahal.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This chapter describe about the overview of Auto Generate Women Cloth
Templates in Project Overview, Problem Statement which describes about the issues
by the current method that person used to make the templates cloth. Besides that, the
objective and project scope are also describe as the reasons why this prototype is
develop.
1.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND
The prototype that is to develop in this work named as Auto Generate
Women Cloth Templates. With this prototype, a person who does not have
experience in sewing also is able to make the cloth template even though it is not an
easy work for novice people.
By using computer as the tools to run the prototype, user has to choose access
into the prototype address and log in into the prototype as registered user. After that
user has to choose type of cloth the users intend to generate. Users have to fill in the
size of their body measurement for example their waist, shoulder measurement in the
measurement form interface and generate the templates. The prototype allow user to
edit their measurement if there it mistake in the information.
This prototype bring benefits for the people who not familiar to make the
cloth template to give opportunity to make their own cloth template and it is more
cheaper than ask somebody else to make it for them.
21.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
There are several problem statements reasons to develop the auto generate
cloth templates which are:
i. Draw cloth templates or to get cloth template is very expensive task
where day by day the payment will increase for the comparison, in
year 2003 one suit cloth template of “baju kurung” will cost around
RM10, but today in 2012 it is cost at least RM30 or even higher than
that.
ii. To make the cloth template, the expert user will take time in two
hours while the novice user will consume time longer than the expert
user.
iii. The more complex the cloth templates design, the difficulties level to
produce the template also increase and it is bring difficult to who have
no experience and does not have lots of training.
In conclusion, it is can be assume generating cloth template is required a
highly skills and still time consuming. Thus to make cloth template task is not for
novice person who do not have experience and sewing skills. Thus, this prototype is
to develop with the objective to help people who did not have the above skill to
produce their own cloth template.
1.2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project are:
i. To develop a prototype for novice or ordinary people to auto generate
templates woman cloth.
ii. To employ scaling technique using canvas in HTML in order to
generate the cloth templates.
31.3 SCOPES
The scopes of the project that have been identified are:
i. The template will be generated based on given input by the users.
ii. User will be able to print the provided generated templates.
iii. The prototype only able to generate and print the template one by one
in A4 size of paper.
iv. Consider type of cloth to be generate:
a. “Baju Kurung”
1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION
This report consists of five (5) chapters. Chapter one will briefly explain about
the project overview of the entire project include the introduction, objectives, scopes
and problem statements.
In the chapter two, it is explains about the literature reviews for this project.
This chapter will discuss on current system and the technique or the software that is
used on the current system.
While in the chapter three, the methodology will discuss about the approach
and framework for the project. It is including the method, technique that will be used
while designing and implementation this project. This chapter also explains about the
justifications of method or approach used and hardware and software necessity.
In chapter four, it is about the implementation of the methodology and
technique that has been discuss in the chapter three and the interface of the system.
Lastly, in the chapter five will discuss about result and discussion where it
will discuss about the system result. This chapter also will discuss about the
conclusion the entire thesis’s chapter, chapter one until chapter five.
4CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 INTRODUCTION
There are three existing system that related with the Expert System to Auto
Generate Women Cloth Templates which is Feature Recognition by Template
Matching, Image Based Dress Up System, and Scaling Invariant Boundary Image
Matching Using Time-Series Matching Techniques.
The method that will be used to develop Auto Generate Women Cloth
Template prototype is based on Rapid Application Development. Each method has
their phases that used to develop the system. In the RAD there are four phase,
requirement & planning, user design, construction and cutover.
In order to develop the prototype, Macromedia Dreamweaver CS3 will be
used as a development application tools to design the interface. For database, the tool
will use MySQL. The specification of software and hardware requirement also will
be explained in this chapter.
2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM
2.1.1 Feature Recognition by Template Matching
This experimental is exploring problems that came from the free-from
features recognition. The program using different approaches on boundary
representation (B-rep) which is syntactic pattern recognition and the graph based
5method. Template matching in B-rep proposes two approaches for the process where
it is a hunting-phase and a refinement-phase.
These two phase have potential region they have to look for example in
hunting phase, potential region is where lie in the match curves identified while for
refinement phase within the specified tolerance, it is systematically search to allocate
a point in the match curve.
In the hunting phase there several steps to estimate ratio for the template
matching. There are estimating the template matching ratio, sweep method, iteration
for mesh density and clustering of the potential match locations. For the refinement
phase is contain refinement of the mesh and sampling in each region.
A program have been tested to implement the proposed method and the
output generated and been displayed through Unigraphics system. The result shows
that the hunting phase just took several second about 40 minutes while refinement
took within one minute to complete one process. This two approaches help to solve
the limitation problems that came from the free-from features recognition.
2.1.2 Image Based Dress Up System
In this system, they want to create an image based system for general users
easy to use and less expensive cost to build.  They also want to show that they have
produced a visually plausible and well fitted virtual dress up result in a practical and
usable.
They have analyzed web based system and 3D based system includes the
method use in the based system. System overview of the system also has been
prepared to give picture how the system runs. For the interface and task, they are
using Extract Alphamap, boundary condition, skeleton setting and size input for the
end user to key in the measurement. In the dress up step, there are four algorithms
that been used which is triangulation, 1st deformation, 2nd Deformation and
relighting. They also have been run evaluation to their system and analyze the result.
6As a result, the system can be use with the guide that have been prepared but
still have some limitation with the function. This system has proved that their system
is more easy to use because just using one image model and less expensive from the
previous 3D system.
2.1.3 Scaling Invariant Boundary Image Matching Using Time-Series Matching
Techniques
In this paper, they describe on how to solve scaling invariant problem in the
time series domain instead in the image domain. Firstly, scaling distance between
boundary images and present an interpolation method has to be define for the
computing the distance purpose in time series domain. Secondly, the notion for the
scaling invariant distance with the boundary images been proposed. By using the
upper and lower bound, the divide and conquer algorithms have been decided to
being used for determine the similarity between boundary images and scaling
invariant.
Lastly they propose, method for this paper is using sequential and index based
matching methods. Greedy algorithms also have been proposed to help reduce the
number of the recursive calls and help in determine the scaling invariant similarity of
boundary images.
2.1.4 Time Series Matching and Image Matching
A time-series is a sequence of real numbers representing values at specific
time points. Under Euclidean distance based similarity model, time series will be
perform, example of the time series data is stock prices and exchange rates. Beside
Euclidean, there are other methods that being used such as shifting, scaling and
normalization.
For the image matching, it’s will help to identifies data images similar to the
given image and can choose which image area that want to attempt make research
such as color, texture or the shapes of the image or object itself.
7Table 1.0: Comparison of basic and greedy algorithm in determining the scaling
invariant similarity
Greedy Algorithm Basic Algorithm
reduces the recursive dept decrease Not better than greedy algorithm
number of recursive calls reduce Not better than greedy algorithm
Better performance Not better than greedy algorithm
2.1.5 Summary of All Existing System
Table 1.2: Existing System
Techniques Advantages
Feature Recognition by
Template Matching
- Boundary
Representation (B-
rep)
- Neural Network
The figures show the
result within 1 minute.
Image Based Dress Up
System
- Information
Retrieval (IR)
- Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA).
The system more easy to
user because just contain
only 1 image model.
Scaling Invariant
Boundary Image
Matching Using Time-
Series Matching
Techniques
- Time Series
Matching
The image as we can see
at the result, it’s scale to
the bigger saiz or small
size than the original
image.
82.2 TECHNIQUES
2.2.1 Image Scaling
Image scaling is the process of resizing a digital image. Scaling is a non-
trivial process that involves a trade-off between efficiency, smoothness and
sharpness. Not only decrease the image size but also in generally make the image
bigger than original images, the pixels of the images have to be change in order to
get the scaling needed.
2.2.2 Canvas Elements and Coordinate in Hyper Text Markup Language
(HTML)
There is scaling technique in Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) using
canvas elements and position using coordinates. It is used to draw graphic, Canvas
elements is a similar with the other HTML tag such as <div>, <table> or <p> tag that
can be rendered by JavaScript.
These techniques have to use canvas to draw the graphics such as Arc,
rectangles, eclipse and etc. Canvas utilizes the HTML Canvas API to draw the
graphics.
<body>
<canvas id="myCanvas"></canvas>
</body>
Figure 2.1:  HTML Canvas API
Figure 2.1 shows the HTML Canvas API codes that draw the canvas element
in the HTML files.
9Figure 2.2 shows some of the example for the code of Canvas element in
HTML file.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>
<canvas id="myCanvas" width="200" height="100" style="border:1px solid #c3c3c3;">
Your browser does not support the canvas element.
</canvas>
<script type="text/javascript">
var c=document.getElementById("myCanvas");
var ctx=c.getContext("2d");
ctx.fillStyle="#FF0000";
ctx.fillRect(0,0,150,75);
</script>
</body>
</html>
Figure 2.2: Code of canvas elements in HTML file
Figure 2.2.1 shows the example of the code to draw some shape for example
circle in Canvas elements.
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<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<html>
<head>
<style>
body {
margin: 0px;
padding: 0px;
} #myCanvas {
border: 1px solid #9C9898;
}
</style>
<script>
window.onload = function() {
var canvas = document.getElementById("myCanvas");
var context = canvas.getContext("2d");
var centerX = canvas.width / 2;
var centerY = canvas.height / 2;
var radius = 70;
context.beginPath();
context.arc(centerX, centerY, radius, 0, 2 * Math.PI, false);
context.fillStyle = "#8ED6FF";
context.fill();
context.lineWidth = 5;
context.strokeStyle = "black";
context.stroke();
}; </script>
</head> <body>
<canvas id="myCanvas" width="578" height="200"></canvas>
</body>
</html>
Figure 2.2.1: Example Code to Draw Circle
Figure 2.2.1 shows the example how to construct code in HTML using
canvas elements and coordinate to draw shape like circle.
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2.3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
There are several methodologies in developing the system. We need the
suitable method for developing the system because the method will be show how the
system builds from the beginning until the end of the system.
2.3.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD)
RAD (rapid application development) proposes that products can be
developed faster and of higher quality by:
i. Using workshops or focus groups to gather requirements.
ii. Prototyping and user testing of designs.
iii. Re-using software components.
iv. Following a schedule that defers design improvements to the next
product version.
v. Keeping review meetings and other team communication informal.
There are commercial products that include requirements gathering tools,
prototyping tools, software development environments such as those for the Java
platform, groupware for communication among development members, and testing
tools. RAD usually embraces object-oriented programming methodology, which
inherently fosters software re-use. The most popular object-oriented programming
languages, C++ and Java, are offered in visual programming packages often
described as providing rapid application due development. Figure 2.3 shows the
phases in Rapid Application Development (RAD).The tools that are included in a
RAD environment are:
i. A database programming language that embeds knowledge of the
database structures and includes fundamental database manipulation
operations. SQL is the standard database programming language.
ii. An interface generator, which is used to create forms for data input
and display.
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Figure 2.3: Rapid Application Development (RAD) Diagram
Figure 2.3: Rapid Application Development Phase
Figure 2.3 shows the RAD life cycle phase which is consists of four phases;
Requirements & Planning Phase, User Design Phase, Construction Phase and
Cutover Phase.
2.4 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Development tools are software that assists creation of systems. Auto
Generate Women Cloth Template is a standalone system so that the suitable tool that
we will use is Adobe Dreamweaver CS3.
2.4.1 Adobe Dreamweaver CS3
Adobe Dreamweaver (formerly known as Macromedia Dreamweaver) is a
web development application originally created by Macromedia and is now
developed by Adobe Systems, which acquired Macromedia 2005. Dreamweaver is
available for both Mac and Windows operating systems. Recent versions have
incorporated support for web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript and various
server-side scripting language and frameworks including ASP, ColdFusion and PHP.
Requirements
Planning
User Design
Construction
Cutover
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Dreamweaver allows user to preview websites in locally-installed web
browsers. It is also has site management tools, such as FTP/SFTP and Web DAV file
transfer and synchronization features, the ability to find and replace lines of text or
code by search terms and regular expressions across the entire site, and a templating
feature that allows single-update of shared code and layout across entire sites without
server-side includes or scripting.
2.5 DATABASE
Database referred as a collection of data, contains information relevant to an
enterprise. A database-management system (DBMS) is a collection of interrelated
data and a set of programs to access those data, the primary goal of a DBMS is to
provide a way to store and retrieve database information that is both convenient and
efficient. Database systems are designed to manage large bodies of information.
Management of data involves both defining structures for storage of information and
providing mechanisms for the manipulation of information.
2.5.1 MySQL
MySQL’s development history has always been characterized by a clear-eyed
focus on the most important attributes of a good RDBMS: speed and stability. This
has resulted in a system that outperforms most of its competitors without sacrificing
reliability or ease of use, thereby gaining it a loyal base of developers,
administrators, and users worldwide.
MySQL was found to have the best performance and scalability, along with
Oracle 9i, of the systems under comparison. It was the easiest RDBMS to tune and
optimize, along with SQL Server, of the systems under comparison. MySQL code
quality was found to rank higher than comparable commercial software, with a defect
density six times lower.
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Another important property of SQL is its nonprocedural. Every program written
in a procedural language(C, C++, and Java) describes how a task is accomplished, step
by step. In contrast to this, SQL, as any other nonprocedural language, describes what
it is that the user wants. Thus, the system is responsible for finding the appropriate way
to solve user’s requests.
SQL contains two sublanguages which is a Data Definition Language (DDL)
and a Data Manipulation Language (DML). DDL statements are used to describe the
schema of database tables. Three generic SQL statements that contain in DDL:
CREATE object, ALTER object, and DROP object. These statements create, alter, and
remove database objects, such as databases, tables, columns, and indexes.
It is different with DML. The DML encompasses all operations that manipulate
the data. There are always four generic operations for manipulating the database, which
is retrieval, insertion, deletion, and modification.
The other parts of SQL are likes Integrity which includes commands for
specifying integrity constraints that the data stored in the database must satisfy,
Transaction Control which SQL includes commands for specifying the beginning and
ending of transactions, Embedded SQL and Dynamic SQL which define how SQL
statements can be embedded within general-purpose programming languages, and
Authorization where the SQL DDL includes commands for specifying access rights to
relations and views.
2.6 SCRIPTING LANGUAGE
A scripting language, script language or extension language is a programming
language that allows control of one or more software applications. "Scripts" are distinct
from the core code of the application, which is usually written in a different language,
and are often created or at least modified by the end-user. Scripts are often interpreted
from source code or byte code, whereas the applications they control are traditionally
compiled to native machine code. Scripting languages are nearly always embedded in
the applications they control.
